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Abstract. We introduce an end-to-end unsupervised (or weakly super-
vised) image registration method that blends conventional medical image
registration with contemporary deep learning techniques from computer
vision. Our method downsamples both the fixed and the moving images
into multiple feature map levels where a displacement field is estimated
at each level and then further refined throughout the network. We train
and test our model on three different datasets. In comparison with the
initial registrations we find an improved performance using our model,
yet we expect it would improve further if the model was fine-tuned for
each task. The implementation is publicly available3.

Keywords: Medical image registration · Deep learning · Deformable
registration.

1 Introduction

Image registration is a fundamental problem in medical imaging. It is widely used
in applications to, for example, combine images of the same object from different
modalities (multimodal registration), detect changes between images at different
times (spatiotemporal registration), and map segments from a predefined image
to a new image (atlas based segmentation).

The basic principle of image registration is to find a displacement field φ that
maps positions in a moving image to the corresponding positions in a fixed image.
Conventionally, image registration problems are often stated as optimization
problems, where the aim is to minimize a complex energy function [1].

A popular heuristic for solving image registration problems is to use a coarse-
to-fine approach [2] i.e. to start with a rough estimate of the displacement field
and refine it in one or several steps. It is common to downsample the fixed and
moving images using a kernel based pyramid, and make a first estimate of the
displacement field at the lowest resolution which is then used as an initial guess
when estimating the field at the next resolution level, and so forth.

Due to the complexity of the energy function each estimate is computation-
ally expensive and requires long execution time. Machine learning provides an

3 https://github.com/ngunnar/learning-a-deformable-registration-pyramid

https://github.com/ngunnar/learning-a-deformable-registration-pyramid
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alternative approach, where a model is optimized (learned) offline based on a
training dataset, obviating the need for expensive optimization at test time [3].
In this paper we present an image registration method that combines the con-
ventional coarse-to-fine approach with a convolutional neural network (CNN).

2 Method

We have developed a 3D deformable image registration method inspired by the
PWC-Net [4], a 2D optical flow method popular in computer vision. Our method
estimates and refines a displacement field at each level of a CNN downsampling
pyramid.

2.1 Architecture
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(b) Operations at each feature level.

Fig. 1. An overview of the model architecture. The moving and fixed image are down-
sampled into several feature maps using the pyramid (a). Fig (b) shows operations
at each feature level. Blue and white boxes represent operations with and without
trainable parameters, respectively.

The pyramid downsamples the moving image Im and the fixed image If into

several feature maps {w(l)
m , w

(l)
f }Ll=1. At each level, starting from the top, a dis-

placement field φLd is estimated and used as an initial guess at finer levels. Fig. 1
illustrates the model architecture (1a) and operations at each level (1b). The
total number of trainable parameters in our model is 8.6 million. Our model in-
cludes multiple CNN blocks. These consist of a 3D convolutional layer followed
by Leaky Rely and batch normalization. All 3D convolutional layers use a kernel
size of (3,3,3). Each module of our model is explained below:

Pyramid: Downsamples the moving and fixed image into several feature map
levels using 3D CNN layers. The same pyramid is used for the moving and the
fixed images. We use a four-level pyramid (L = 4) where each level consists of
three CNN blocks. The stride is two in the first block and one in the subsequent
blocks. The number of filters at each level is 16, 32, 32, and 32, respectively.
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Warp (W): Warps features from moving images with the estimated displace-
ment field. This module has no trainable parameters.

Affine (A): A dense neural network that estimates the 12 parameters in an
affine transformation. This module consists of a global average pooling followed
by a dense layer.

Cost volume (CV): Correlation between the warped feature maps from the
moving image and feature maps from the fixed image. For computational reasons
the cost volume is restricted to voxel neighborhoods of size d. This module has
no trainable parameters.

Deform (D): A 3D DenseNet [5] that estimates the displacement field based
on its current estimate, the cost volume and the feature maps from the fixed
image. This module uses 5 CNN blocks of the same type as in the Pyramid but
with 64, 64, 32, 18, and 8 filters, respectively followed by a convolutional layer
with 3 filters.

Upsample (U): Upsamples the estimated displacement field from one level to
the next. Consists of an upsampling layer followed by a single 3D CNN.

2.2 Loss function

Our loss function combines image similarity with regularization of the displace-
ment field. By including the intermediate estimates in the loss, we aim to gain
additional control of the network. Auxiliary information, e.g. anatomical seg-
mentations Sm and Sf are incorporated via an additional structural similarity
term Lseg. Our resulting loss function can be written as

L = Lseg +

L∑
l=0

(
L(l)
sim + L(l)

smooth

)
. (1)

We use the (soft) Dice coefficient (DCS) [6] for structural similarity and the nor-
malized cross-correlation (NCC) [7] for image similarity. To ensure smooth dis-
placements we regularize the affine displacement field with the L2-loss between

the estimated value and an identity displacement field (φ
(l)
0 ) and the deformable

field with the spatial gradient of the displacement field [8],

Lseg

(
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(0)
d

)
= λ(1−DCS(Sf, Sm ◦ φ(0)d )), (2a)
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I
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(l)
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(l)
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(l)
d ), (2b)

L(l)
smooth
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d

)
= α(l)||φ(l)a − φ

(l)
0 ||22 + β(l)||∇φ(l)d ||

2
2, (2c)

where I
(l)
m and I

(l)
f represent downsampled versions of the moving and fixed im-

ages at each level and φ
(l)
a and φ

(l)
d indicate the estimated affine and deformable
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registrations (for each level). The hyperparameters λ, {γ(l), α(l) and β(l)}Ll=0 de-
termine the importance of the corresponding terms.

3 Experiment

We evaluated the model on three different tasks from the 2020 Learn2Reg chal-
lenge [9]. The different tasks were: inspiration and expiration CT scans of thorax
images with automatic segmented lung (Task 2) [10]; 3D CT abdominal images
with thirteen segmented organs (Task 3); and segmented hippocampus MRI of
healthy adults and adults with non-affective psychotic disorder (Task 4) [11].

We trained our model on image pairs from all tasks at the same time. All
images were downsampled (to a resolution of 64 × 64 × 64) and normalized
(If , Im ∈ [0, 1]). The different hyperparameters were λ = 5.0, γ(l) = 5/2l, α(l) =
2l and β(l) = 1/2l for l ∈ {0, . . . , 4} and for cost volume search range we used
d = 2. The network was trained end-to-end using the Adam optimizer and a
learning rate of 10−4. To speed up training we used distributed training on
three Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 Ti graphic cards and trained the model for 100
epochs, which took approximately 24 hours.

The results are shown in Table 1. Table 2 shows examples of warping the

moving image using displacement fields φ
(l)
d estimated at three different levels

l ∈ {0, 2, 4}. Based on the total score, our approach was ranked 5th according
to the public leaderboard [9].

Table 1. Result on test dataset for each task.

Task Method TRE[12] TRE30 DCS[13] DCS30 HD95[14] SDlogJ[15]
Time (s)4

GPU CPU

2 our 9.00 12.22 - - - 0.12 0.31 4.83

initial 10.24 17.77 - - - 0.00 - -

3 our - - 0.39 0.12 43.03 0.13 0.31 4.83

initial - - 0.23 0.01 46.07 0.00 - -

4 our - - 0.74 0.67 2.82 0.16 0.32 4.83

initial - - 0.55 0.36 3.91 0.00 - -

4 Prediction time only, excluding pre - and post processing.
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Table 2. Sample result from the validation dataset. The moving image Im (left) is
warped with the estimated displacement field from several levels (l = 4, 2, 0). Starting
from the coarsest to the finest level. The fixed image If is shown to the right.
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4 Conclusion and future work

In this paper we have shown that it is possible to include domain knowledge
when developing machine learning methods for medical image registration prob-
lems. Our method operates in a coarse-to-fine manner and could be modified
in many ways, e.g. by replacing the CNN pyramid with other technologies; like
a Laplacian pyramid, similar to the winner of the competition [16], or modify-
ing/removing displacement fields estimations (affine or deformable) in the levels.

In comparison with other participants in the competition our approach was to
create a single general model for all tasks while other participants used different
models or different training procedures [16,17,18] for each task. The general
approach showed increased performance compared with initial registrations. In
future work, we will evaluate to what extent the performance improves when
fine tuning the model for each task.

During the training phase the memory usage was high (11.4 GB). In the
experiments we downsampled the input images to a low resolution, using a batch
size of one (at each GPU replica) and our partial cost volume had a search range
of two to be able to fit the model in GPU memory (11.7 GB). We believe that
an in-depth analysis of the network will reveal ways of reducing memory usage
without sacrificing performance substantially, e.g. by removing superfluous layers
or reducing the number of filters. One idea is to reduce the number of parameters
in the DenseNet [19]. Other potential improvements include: 1) training each
level separately, starting from the coarsest, which will reduce the number of
trainable parameters in each training process, 2) training the model on slices
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(2D) or thin slabs (2.5D), instead of the entire volume and iteratively estimate
the entire 3D displacement field.
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